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The Correlation between Optial Spetral Index andContinuum Luminosity Variation in the Seyfert 1 GalaxyNGC 5548 �Min-Zhi Kong1;2, Xue-Bing Wu2, Jin-Lin Han1 and Yu-Feng Mao11 National Astronomial Observatories, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 100012;kmz�bao.a.n2 Department of Astronomy, Peking University, Beijing 100871Reeived 2004 July 19; aepted 2004 Otober 14Abstrat Using the arhived optial spetra of NGC 5548 between 1989 and 2001,we derived the optial spetral index by �tting the spetra in wavelength windowsuna�eted by strong emission lines. We found that the index is anti-orrelated withthe ontinuum luminosity at 5100�A with a orrelation oeÆient of �0.8. Basedon the standard thin aretion disk model, we investigated whether the orrelationis related to the variations of the dimensionless aretion rate _m (mass aretionrate in Eddington unit), or the inner radius of the aretion disk Rin, or both. Theorrelation an be modeled well using a o-variable mode of Rin=Rs = 12:5 _m�0:8(Rs is Shwarzshild radius). As luminosity inreases, _m inreases from 0.05 to0.16 and at the same time Rin dereases from 133.9Rs to 55.5Rs, onsistent withthe predition for a transition radius within whih an ADAF struture exists. Weonluded that the hange of both inner aretion radius and the dimensionlessaretion rate are key fators for the variations of spetral index and luminosity inthe optial band for NGC 5548.Key words: aretion: aretion disks - blak hole physis - galaxies: individual(NGC 5548)1 INTRODUCTIONVariability of AGNs on di�erent timesales is a ommon phenomenon throughout theireletro-magneti spetra. NGC 5548 is a low-redshift, bright Seyfert 1 galaxy whih has beenintensively observed in radio (Wrobel 2000; Wilson & Ulvestad 1982), optial (Peterson et al.1991, 1994, 1999, 2002; Korista et al. 1995), UV (Clavel et al. 1991) and X-ray (Uttely et al.2002). It varies in all bands. Moreover, the ux variations in the UV, optial and X-ray bandshave been found to be orrelated (Clavel et al. 1992; Uttely et al. 2003).� Supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China.



The Correlation of Optial Spetral Index and Continuum Luminosity 519The aretion of material to a entral supermassive blak hole has been thought to be themain mehanism to power an AGN. In order to explain the orrelation of the ux variations in X-ray and optial bands, Chiang (2002) and Chiang & Blaes (2003) have presented a reproessingmodel (Zdziarski et al. 1999) whih inludes a stationary thin aretion disk surrounding athik hot entral Comptonizing region. In this model, optial/UV ux variabilities are ausedby hanges of both the X-ray ux and the inner radius of the aretion disk. Using the datasimultaneously observed in optial, UV and X-ray bands, Chiang (2002) and Chiang & Blaes(2003) estimated the aretion rate, the radius of the transition region and the blak hole massof NGC 5548. The mass is about 2 � 107M�, muh less than the 12:3 � 107M� estimatedfrom the reverbration mapping method (Kaspi et al. 2000; Wandel et al. 1999). It is generallybelieved that the optial emission of Seyfert 1 galaxies is thermal emission from a old optiallythik aretion disk. The reproessing model an explain the orrelation between the optialand X-ray variations of NGC 5548, but an not explain why the amplitude of the variationis larger in the optial than in the X-ray (Uttley et al. 2003; Magdziarz et al. 1998). Thephysial reason for the variability and the orrelation is still unlear. It may be related to thegeometrial hanges of the region emitting those ontinua, or to a variable transition regionbetween a old and hot disk or to a hange of the inner disk radius (Magdziarz et al. 1998).Using the data in a sample of 42 PG quasars, Trevese & Vagnetti (2002) found that ahange of the aretion rate is not suÆient to explain the spetral slope variations in theoptial band, while instabilities of the aretion disk may explain the observations (Kawaguhiet al. 1998). The orrelation between the spetral index and luminosity an result from hangesin the radiation temperature of the emitting blakbody. The spetral index an inrease withthe monohromati luminosity at a given rest-frame frequeny (Trevese et al. 2001).We obtained the optial ux and spetral index of NGC 5548 using available arhive data.We also found a orrelation between the optial spetral index and the ontinuum ux at 5100�A,and tried to explain the orrelation by an aretion disk model.2 SPECTRA AND DATA REDUCTIONNGC 5548 has been extensively monitored in the optial band by the International AGNWath program (Peterson et al. 1991, 1992, 1994, 1999, 2002; Dietrih et al. 1993; Korista et al.1995; Wanders et al. 1996). The data of optial ontinuum and emission line uxes are availableon the website (http://www-astronomy.mps.ohio-state.edu/~agnwath/). We obtained optialspetra of NGC 5548 between 1989 and 2001 from the International AGN Wath publi arhive.We used spetra in the range from about 4000�A to 6000�A or broader to derive the ontin-uum spetral index in suh regions that are known to be relatively una�eted by strong emissionlines, espeially, the Fe II lines, 3700{3715�A, 3740{3800�A, 4041{4043�A, 4150{4250�A, 5550{5850�A, 6000{6290�A and 6400{6450�A. After heking the signal-to-noise ratio of the spetrum,the wavelength overage, and the response funtion at the blue and red regions of the spetrum,we �nally seleted 431 spetra for our analysis.The data of optial ontinuum ux at 5100�A (at rest frame) were also obtained from theAGN Wath Data Arhive. Considering the di�erenes in the resolution and wavelength salesamong the various spetra, the data are saled to a onstant ux of [O III℄� 5007�A using theautomati saling algorithm provided by Van & Wanders (1992). The results are further or-reted for the systemati di�erene between the di�erent telesopes. Other orretions madeinlude the host galaxy ontribution, the Galati extintions (Howarth 1983) and Doppler



520 M. Z. Kong, X. B. Wu, J. L. Han et al.e�ets. The host galaxy ontribution at 5100�A is about 3:4 � 10�15 erg s�1 m�2 �A�1 (Ro-mainishin et al. 1995). The value of E(B�V ) and redshift were taken from the NED database(http://nedwww.ipa.alteh.edu/) whih are 0.020 and 0.01717, respetively.The spetral index �, de�ned as f� / ��2+�, was obtained by a power-law �tting to eahspetrum after these orretions have been done. The e�et of the host galaxy on the spetralindex is assumed to be small beause of the narrowness of spetral wavelength overage and theweakness of the ontribution to the optial ontinuum at small aperture. We alulated �L�,the monohromati luminosity at 5100�A on adopting the following osmologial parameters:q0 = 0:5, and H0 = 75 km s�1 Mp�1.3 RESULTS AND ACCRETION DISK MODELING3.1 The Correlation between �opt and Monohromati Luminosity at 5100�AFigure 1 shows the orrelation between the optial spetral index �opt and the monohro-mati ontinuum luminosity at 5100�A from 431 spetra. The orrelation oeÆient is about�0.8. The index �opt obviously dereases as the monohromati ontinuum luminosity at5100�A inreases. This means the AGN has a atter optial ontinuum spetrum when it isvery bright, and has a steeper spetrum when it is less bright.

Fig. 1 Correlation between the optial spetral index �opt and the optialmonohromati ontinuum luminosity �L� at 5100 �A. The orrelation oeÆ-ient is �0.8.3.2 Interpretation with the Standard Thin Aretion Disk ModelThe physial reason for the optial variability of AGNs is not lear at present. The repro-essing model by Chiang (2002) and Chiang & Blaes (2001, 2003) an not explain the largeramplitude of the optial light urves of NGC 5548 as ompared to its X-ray light urves. Onthe other hand, the standard disk-orona model has the same diÆulty in explaining the rela-tion between the optial and X-ray variabilities (Beloborodov 1999). Possible mehanism may



The Correlation of Optial Spetral Index and Continuum Luminosity 521inlude thermal instability in the inner disk (Treves et al. 1988), or variation of the aretionrate of aretion disk, or both.As our �rst attempt, we assume that the optial emission is mainly produed by a standardaretion disk, whih is geometrially thin but optially thik (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). Insuh a senario, blakbody emission arises from every radius of aretion disk with a ertaintemperature (Frank et al. 1992), de�ned byT (r) = "3GM _M8��r3 (1��3Rsr � 12)# 14 ; (1)where � is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant and the loal blakbody emission is given byB� = 2h�32 1e h�kT (r) � 1 : (2)The total spei� luminosity of the disk an then be obtained by an integration over the rangefrom Rin to Rout L� = 4�2h�3 os i2 Z RoutRin rdre h�kT (r) � 1 ; (3)where i is the inlination of the disk to the line of sight, and we adopted its value of 45Æ (Chiang& Blaes 2003; Wu & Han 2001; Zhang & Wu 2002). We assume that the aretion ow insideRin makes no ontribution to the radiation. The blak hole mass of NGC 5548 is taken to be12:3� 107M� (Kaspi et al. 2000).To investigate how the luminosity hanges with the aretion rate and the inner radius ofaretion disk, we tried the di�erent relations between the ontinuum luminosity at 5100�A and�opt, as shown in Figs.2{4.

Fig. 2 Correlation between optial spetral index and the optial ontinuumluminosity at 5100�A (rest frame) is �tted for three ertain inner radii at Rin =42Rs; 82Rs and 122Rs from the bottom to the top. The urve is drawn fordi�erent dimensionless aretion rate _m range. It is 0.012 � 0.133 for dashedline, 0.026 � 0.205 for solid line and 0.045 � 0.293 for dot-dashed line.
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Fig. 3 Correlation of optial spetral index and the optial ontinuum luminosity at 5100�A (restframe) an also be �tted by a simple standard thin aretion disk model with a �xed dimensionlessaretion rate _m. Three lines represent _m = 0:06; 0:1 and 0.18 from the bottom the top. The urveis drawn for variable inner aretion radius, whih dereases with inreases of the luminosity at5100�A from 148.5Rs to 3Rs for _m � 0.06 (dashed line), from 205.1Rs to 19.6Rs for _m � 0.1 (solidline) and from 288.0Rs to 69.0Rs for _m � 0.18 (dot-dashed line).

Fig. 4 Correlation of optial spetral index and the optial ontinuum luminosity at 5100 �A (restframe) are modeled by a o-variable mode with Rin=Rs = A _m��. With luminosity inreasing, theparameter is A � 12.5 and � � 0.4 for dashed line, the dimensionless aretion rate _m varyingfrom 0.019 to 0.114 and the aretion radius from 60.7Rs to 29.7Rs. For solid line, the parametersare A � 12.5 and � � 0.8 with _m varying from 0.05 to 0.16 and Rin from 133.9Rs to 55.5Rs. Fordot-dashed line, A � 37.5Rs and � � 0.8 with _m varying from 0.11 to 0.26 and Rin from 218.1Rsto 109.1Rs .



The Correlation of Optial Spetral Index and Continuum Luminosity 523First, we tried to derive the theoretial relation between �L� (at 5100�A) and �opt byvarying the dimensionless aretion rate _m ( _m = _M= _MEdd and _MEdd = LEdd=�2, where �is taken to be 0.1) at several ertain inner radii of the aretion disk (Fig. 2). The di�erentlines represent the model urves for Rin = 42Rs; 82Rs and 122Rs. It seems that the inneraretion disk radius Rin is lose to a onstant value 82Rs from the best modeling, and thestandard deviation � = 0:30 with the dimensionless aretion rate _m varies from 0.03 to 0.2.Here � = s NPi=1(�� �opt)2=(N � 1), �opt is the observed optial spetral index and � is themodel value.Seondly, we tried to model the variations of �L� (at 5100�A) and �opt at several ertainaretion rate _m. As seen in Fig. 3, the di�erent lines represent urves for _m = 0:06, 0.1 and0.18. The best �tting was obtained from an aretion rate of _m = 0:1 with � = 0:38 and theinner radius hanging from 205.1Rs to 19.6Rs.It is also possible that the variations of the aretion rate an ause the variation of theinner boundary of a standard thin aretion disk if an ADAF-like aretion ow exists insidethe standard disk (Narayan & Yi 1995). A possible o-varying mode ould be in a form ofRin=Rs = A _m�� . We tried this relation and derived the results shown in Fig. 4. The best�tting we found is for the value of A �12.5, and � � 0.8, i.e. Rin = 12:5Rs _m�0:8, with� = 0:28 when the aretion rate _m hanges from 0.05 to 0.16 and the inner disk radius hangessimultaneously from about 55.5Rs to 133.9Rs.3.3 Analysis of the ResultsFrom above modelings, one an see that the simple thin aretion disk model an explainthe relation observed between the optial index and luminosity. The best �t is from a o-varyingmode of Rin = 12:5Rs _m�0:8. It indiates that the hanges of the dimensionless aretion rateand the inner radius are probably related, and they work together for the variability of theontinuum luminosity and optial index. If the optial ontinuum luminosity omes from thearetion disk itself, the variation of the dimensionless aretion rate of the aretion disk aswell as the inner disk radius should be the key fators for the optial variation of NGC 5548.Keeping a onstant value of A �12.5 and � � 0.8 with the o-varying mode, one an obtainthe dependene of the monohromati luminosity at 5100�A with Rin, or with dimensionlessaretion rate _m. When Rin beomes larger and dimensionless aretion rate _m beomes less,the spetrum in the optial band tends to be softer (i.e. the optial spetral index inreased),and the ontinuum luminosity gets fainter (Fig. 5). From Fig. 5, we an see that the variationtimesale of Rin is roughly about several hundred days. The visous timesale of a stan-dard thin aretion disk an be expressed as �vis � R2� (where � is the visosity parameter) or�vis � R2�H2
k � 103��1( M108 M� )(HR )�1( RRs )3=2. We note that if we set � = 0:1 and HR = 0:1,�vis is about several hundred days for R being several tens of Rs. This means that our result isonsistent with the aretion disk model.In Fig. 6, we show the variation of the transition veloity of inner disk radius; we useda ten-day average of �R=�t of the neighboring data in order to avoid the large unertaintyaused by observation errors within short time interval. The transition veloity is in a rangebetween several hundred and several thousand kilometers per seond, with an average valueof 1100km s�1. For R several tens Shwarzshild radii, this veloity suggests a time sale ofvariation of several hundred days, onsistent with the visous timesale given above for theradius.
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Fig. 5 With the thin aretion disk model of a o-variable mode of Rin=Rs = 12:5 _m�0:8, themonohromati luminosity at 5100 �A seems to hange very losely with dimensionless aretion rate_m, and the optial spetral index hanges very losely with the inner aretion radius.

Fig. 6 Variable transition veloity of the inner disk radius with time, obtained from a ten-dayaverage of �R=�t in the neighboring alulated Rin in order to avoid the large unertainty.



The Correlation of Optial Spetral Index and Continuum Luminosity 5254 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONIn this paper, we adopt a simple standard thin disk model to explain the anti-orrelationbetween the optial spetral index and the ontinuum ux at 5100�A we obtained from optialspetra of NGC 5548. We onlude that hanges of the dimensionless aretion rate and inneraretion disk in a o-variable mode of Rin=Rs = 12:5 _m�0:8 an explain well the optial ux andthe spetral index variations. The inner aretion disk radius should vary with the aretionrate.Interestingly, the dependene of the inner aretion disk radius on the aretion rate weobtained is in the form predited by some theoretial works. Abramowiz et al. (1995) proposedthat the transition varies between an inner ADAF and an outer disk an be expressed asRin=Rs / _m�2, while Liu et al. (1999) derived Rin=Rs / _m�0:9 and Rozanska & Czerny (2000)gave Rin=Rs / _m�1:3. Our result mathes best the derivation of Liu et al. (1999) and supportsan ADAF struture existing within an optially thik disk for NGC 5548. The size of the ADAFdisk is about 133Rs in the low luminosity state and 60Rs in the high luminosity state.We have assumed the optial ontinuum radiation omes mainly from an optially thik,geometrially thin aretion disk and adopted the temperature distribution in a standard steadydisk model for simpliity. We notied that both the aretion rate and inner disk radius arevariable in NGC 5548, so the aretion disk struture of this soure an not be a steady one.However, we may expet that even in a non-steady disk the temperature pro�le may not betoo di�erent from that in a steady disk beause it is mainly related to the visous dissipationproess. The aurate temperature pro�le an only be estimated if we do a time-dependentstudy of the disk struture involving an inner ADAF and an outer thin disk.There ould be some other physial proess ausing variability of the optial luminosity.The reproessing model suggests that the optial ux ould be produed by seed photons omingfrom a hot Comptonizing region in the entral region and reproessed by the old disk outside.However, this an only explain the orrelation of the ux in the optial and X-ray bands. Thatthe amplitude of the X-ray variability is less than that of the optial variability (Uttley et al.2003) indiates that the disk thermal reproessing is not the main, or at least not the only,mehanism for the optial variations. The hanges of the inner disk radius due to the thermalinstabilities (Treves et al. 1988) an ertainly ause the optial variation. The reproessingmehanism presented by Chiang (2002) and Chiang & Blaes (2003) should lead to a dereasein the high aretion rate from the simple thin aretion disk model we obtained in this paper,and ould hopefully explain the orrelation both in the X-ray band and optial ontinuum aswell as the larger amplitude of the optial ontinuum variations as ompared to the X-ray.Aknowledgements We are very grateful to Drs. Weihao Bian, Fukun Liu and anonymousreferees for helpful suggestions and omments. XBW is supported by the NSFC Grant No10173001. JLH is supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China (19903003and 10025313) and the National Key Basi Researh Siene Foundation of China (G19990754)as well as the partner group of MPIfR at the National Astronomial Observatories of China.
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